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2. Production

All tests passed? Then we can start with series production 
now. Our main production and development site is located 
in Jandelsbrunn in Lower Bavaria. In Mottgers in Hesse 
and in Nagyoroszi in Hungary there are two other ultra-
modern production sites. To ensure optimum conditions, 
we continuously invest in our sites and above all in our 
more than 2,900 employees throughout the group many 
of whom have been with us for 30 years and more. 

4. The mein.KNAUS family

Take advantage of the attractive benefits of the mein.KNAUS 
customer club! With your free membership you will receive the 
exclusive my.KNAUS card which guarantees you numerous 
immediate discounts with over 7,000 partners as well as access 
to the trade fair customer area. You can find more information 
on page 96 or register directly at   mein.knaus.com 

3. Satisfied customers

Whether at your local dealer or directly from the factory: 
we like you to feel comfortable in your new vehicle from 
the very first moment. That’s why our experts give you a 
comprehensive on-site instruction when you pick up your 
vehicle from the factory.

1. From the idea to the prototype

Who is our target group for the new CUV? Active 
holidaymakers, small and large families, sports 
enthusiasts? We define how the vehicle must be designed 
and equipped to suit your particular needs. We develop 
various layouts and create the future design. The idea 
takes tangible shape for the first time with the prototype 
construction. We put our ideas to the test in reality and 
analyse everything precisely. The prototype must pass 
numerous tests to meet our quality standards. 

All specifications include some optional extras
which can be obtained for an additional charge.

KEY CUV

100 % KNAUS
Video available
youtube.knaus.com

360° image available
www.knaus.com

Notes on original KNAUS components and further online information can be found with the following symbols:

Club members receive exclusi
ve 

invitations to our 
KNAUS 

meetings as well as the exciting 

customer magazine INSIDE

Transverse bed variants

 Transverse bed

 Transverse lifting bed

 

 Transverse bunk bed

Single bed variants

 Single beds

 Lifting single beds 

 
Top: Transverse lifting bed
Bottom: Transverse

Top: Lifting single beds 
Bottom: Single beds

Additional bed variants

 Lifting bed

 High-roof bed

 Guest Bed

33L  Chassis 3,3 t Light

35L  Chassis 3,5 t Light

35M  Chassis 3,5 t Maxi

Others

 Sleeping places

 Seats with belts

 Loading volume

 Vehicle height

H2  Chassis height 252 cm

H3  Chassis height 276 cm

XL  
Chassis  
+ high roof height 308 cm

YOUR FREEDOM
IS OUR 
PHILOSOPHY
With boundless passion, we at KNAUS have been creating unforgettable 
holiday moments since 1960. Backed by our experience and the courage to 
blaze new trails, we combine the familiar with the new. For our production, we 
rely on Lower Bavarian craftsmanship, and when developing new vehicles, we 
employ cutting-edge design and production technologies. This combination 
of proven principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the industry’s most 
successful brands. And the #Number 1 for our customers.
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600 = 600 cm

630 = 636 cm

540 = 541 cm

600 = 600 cm

630 = 636 cm

H3
282 / 218 cm

H3
282 / 218 cm

XL
308 / 238 cm

35L 35M XL
308 / 238 cm

H2
258 / 190 cm

33L

|KNAUS DIMENSIONS & CHASSIS

OUR CUVS – AS GREAT 
AS YOUR HOLIDAY PLANS

MAXI CHASSIS: FOR ALL 
WHO HAVE BIG PLANS

Everyone travels in their own way. That’s why our CUVs provide 
maximum variety and you can find the perfect model for your holiday 
dreams. The three different body heights and vehicle lengths make 
both adventure couples and extended families happy.

The optional Maxi Chassis provides you with optimised vehicle load capacities and 
an extended towing capacity. In order to distribute the extra weight optimally to 
the CUV we adjusted the front and rear axle loads and installed larger 16″ wheels 
and reinforced brake systems. In particular the large and internally ventilated brake 
discs ensure optimum driving properties when driving uphill.

Vehicle lengths Vehicle lengths

Not only does a 3500kg Maxi 

chassis improve your payload the 

appearance is improved too with 

the extended wheel arch mouldingsThe maximum permissible 

mass of the standard Light 

chassis depends on
 the model

Applies to option 3,500 kg Maxi chassis instead of 3,300 kg Light chassis only.
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BOXSTAR BOXLIFE

540 MQ X 2-5 H2 X X* X*

600 MQ X X 2-5 H2 X X* X*

600 DQ X X 4-7 H3 X X* X

600 ME X X 2-5 H2 X X* X*

630 ME X X X 2-7 H3 X X* X* X*

540 ROAD X 2-3 H2 X X*

600 STREET X 2-3 H2 X X*

600 FAMILY X 4-5 H2 X X*

600 SOLUTION X X 4-5 H3 X X

600 STREET XL X X 4-5 XL X X X*

600 LIFETIME X 2-3 H2 X X*

600 LIFETIME XL X X 4-5 XL X X X*

630 FREEWAY X X 2-5 H3 X X* X*

|KNAUS BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE BY COMPARISON

Everything must have a defined 
place so you can really feel at home. 
When you pack your CUV, things 
must be perfectly organised. That’s 
why you prefer fixed beds and 
spacious built-in furniture.

You want a travel companion who 
is just as flexible as you are. Today 
as a couple, tomorrow a road trip 
with friends or simply getting out 
into nature on your own. You love 
how easy it is to always perfectly 
adapt your CUV to your needs.

 Two persons    Family with children    Family with children or groups of four adults

To discover the multifunctional Vario 

rear concept, please
 start on page 46

There is nothing more 

comfortable than a cosy
 fixed 

bed waiting for you

* Optional ** The loading capacity refers to the approximate available storage space.

Who are you?Who are you? What are you looking for?What are you looking for? Load**Load**

More information at: 

www.knaus.com/boxstar  More information at: 

www.knaus.com/boxlife  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 5

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300 - 3.500 

Maximal payload capacity  kg ca. 500 -650

Length cm (min/max) 541 / 636

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 - 282 / 190 - 218

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 8

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300 - 3.500

Maximal payload capacity kg ca. 500 - 650

Length cm (min/max) 541 / 636

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 - 308 / 190 - 238

from page 10 from page 44
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Layouts with transverse bed Layouts with single beds

Agile vehicle with 100 % CUV genes, 

perfect for two people who like to 

travel spontaneously and love city trips.

Ideal for couples who like to pack a little more, 

experience a lot and chill out in the comfortable 

transverse bed in the evening.

Maximum sleeping comfort for couples 

with spacious single beds and well thought-

out storage options

The perfect match for young families with 

small children, the unique rear bunk bed with 

four sleeping places is a real family oasis.

Extra large layout with single beds 

and an enormous amount of space for 

maximum comfort on the move.

The combination of a rear transverse bed and 

a high-roof bed provides two separate sleeping 

areas and makes friends and family feel at home.NEW

The favourite of families and sharing 

enthusiasts with comfortable singles 

beds and an innovative high-roof bed.NEW

Do you have a large 
family and need a trav

el 

companion that accommodates everyone 

comfortably? Then the new BOXSTAR XL 

high-roof models are the perfe
ct choiceParents and teenagers love it for the separate 

sleeping areas with the standard front lifting bed 

and a comfortable rear transverse bed.

 Standard beds   Optional additional beds

from page 12 

from page 20

from page 36
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BOXSTAR 540 OVERVIEW

2-3 4 H2
 

         
Layouts 1

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300

Maximal payload capacity kg 650 More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar540  Length cm 541

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 / 190
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1 BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

Width and inclination
 of the 

bench can be adjust
ed for more 

seating and travel c
omfort

No cold feet thanks t
o the 

well placed heating o
utlets

1.  Cosy seating area. Due to a flexible, extending table, 
rotating front seats, and a pull-put bench, there’s 
always a cosy seating area for up to 4 people.

2.  Optimum base. Frost monitor, drain valve and 
heating are located under the bench. Everything is 
very easily accessible and well organised.

Everyone is floating on cloud nine. 
Not only the couple in love but also 
the dinette table. It does not require 
any table legs and therefore offers 
plenty of legroom.

The floating dinette 
table enables 

particularly comfortable access to 

the seating group w
ithout any 

obstacles such as bo
thersome table 

legs. This ensures maximum use 

of space and living 
comfort

With the new roof and floor desi
gn 

all KNAUS CUVs now provide 

even more headroom in the interior. 

Perfect for tall peo
ple like Theo

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

540 ROAD Bench

BOXSTAR 540 LIVING & ENJOYING
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BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1

3

2BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 COOKING & DINING

Perfectly integrated
 in the kitchen 

block: the 70-litre CUV compressor 

refrigerator with a whisper-quiet 

night time noise reduction s
ystem

Discover on page 82
 

what makes these 
HPL surfaces so 
scratch-resistant

1.  Drawers with full-extension slides. They 
slide out so far that the can be filled easily 
right to the very back of the drawer.

2.  Intelligent design. The stainless steel sink 
is recessed into the worktop and provides 
sufficient space for washing up.

3.  Optimal lighting. The LEDs under the 
cabinets ensure optimal lighting of the work 
surface. There are two sockets for connecting 
a kettle, toaster or similar appliances.

Just the way you like it. 
The thoughtfully 
designed kitchenette 
provides enough space 
for preparation, 
enjoyment and storage. 
This way, cooking is even 
more fun for Mara.

Ball-bearing mounted 

soft-close drawers 
for quietness 
and maximum 
convenience

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

540 ROAD Compact kitchen

Soft-close overhead 
cupboards 

with automatic locking
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1 2BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

140/125 cm

194 cm

BOXSTAR 540 SLEEPING & GROOMING

Attractive fabric cov
ering 

instead of cold plas
tic

Refreshed and cleaned up. 
The space in the multifunc- 
tional compact bathroom is 
optimally used with innovative 
details such as the sliding 
mirror and the rotating toilet.

1.  Well thought-out down to the tiniest detail. 
This is typical of CUV: spacious compartments 
and maximum legroom in the toilet area 
despite the compact vehicle dimensions.

2.  Practical storage space. The ceiling cabinets 
above the bed offer plenty of room for clothes, 
books and bits and pieces. LED reading lamps 
under the cabinets provide pleasant light.

To find out how the furniture modules 

change when you select the 
optional open 

bathroom, please check page
 89

The rotating 
toilet ensures 

pleasant legroom

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

540 ROAD   2 - 3   with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom 
More details on our bathrooms, please see pages 88 - 89.

TRANSVERSE BED BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

COMPACT BATHROOM BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

Spacious overhead s
torage cupboard, ele

gantly 

decorated, with loads of space fo
r laundry
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BOXSTAR 600 OVERVIEW

2-5 4 H2 H3 XL
 

     

   
Layouts 6

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300 - 3.500

Maximal payload capacity kg ca. 500 - 620

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar600  Length cm 599

Width cm (ext./int.) 205 / 187

Height cm (ext./int.) 258 - 308 / 190 - 238
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2

1 BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

Favourite place and holiday scent. 
In the BOXSTAR 600 STREET Mara 
and Theo can simply chill out and 
enjoy the scent of Provence. The 
floating dinette table provides for 
plenty of space for stretching your 
legs and being comfortable.

BOXSTAR 600 LIVING & ENJOYING

Superb legroom: The floating 

dinette table gives 
you the 

chance to stretch y
our legs 

without restriction

The optional LED spotlights can 

be flexibly aligned a
nd turned 

on and off particul
arly easily, 

thanks to the touc
h function.

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

600 STREET Bench

600 FAMILY Bench

600 SOLUTION Bench

600 STREET XL Bench

600 LIFETIME Bench

600 LIFETIME XL Bench

1.  High-quality screens. In the seating area and on the longitudinal 
beds, we have installed breathable and additionally insulating 
front wall screens. At the same time, these visually integrate the 
comfort roller blinds of the Seitz S7P frame windows. 

2.  Variable bench. The seat can be adjusted in different directions 
for more freedom of movement and ergonomic travel.
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BOXSTAR 600 COOKING & DINING

Soft-close overhead 
cupboards 

with automatic locking

Foldable counter top
 

extension with practical 

one-handed operati
on

The new CUV compressor 

refrigerator is excit
ing with a 

huge volume of 90 litres and 

near silent night se
tback

1.  Flexible counter top. It’s no problem 
when there’s more to cut and prepare. 
Thanks to a hinged extension and 
sink cover the counter top can be 
extended to a maximum.

2.  Cool device. With a volume of up to 
90 litres, the CUV refrigerators offer 
extra space and are particularly quiet 
thanks to night setback.

3.  2-flame cooker. Fast and easy use of 
hobs thanks to electric ignition.

Cooking is done with love 
here. It’s also done with fresh 
herbs from the Provence. Due 
to the counter-top extension 
there is plenty of preparation 
space alongside the spacious 
storage cupboards.

The high-quality sta
inless steel sink is 

set 

into the worktop and can be 
transformed 

into a counter top 
with a matching cover

The extra large GRASS complete 

set kitchen drawers can be 

completely removed and closed 

silently thanks to s
oft-close

The entire board elec
tronics 

can be controlled v
ia the 

LED control panel

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

600 STREET Galley kitchen

600 FAMILY Galley kitchen

600 SOLUTION Galley kitchen

600 STREET XL Galley kitchen

600 LIFETIME Compact kitchen

600 LIFETIME XL Compact kitchen

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREETGALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET
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1 2

194 x 145 / 140 cm

BOXSTAR 600 SLEEPING & GROOMING

1.  Standard compact bathroom. Sliding 
mirror, numerous shelves and optimised 
legroom ensure maximised benefits.

2.  Optional open bathroom. The hand 
washbasin can be folded out into a large 
washstand and the passage to the bed is 
used as space for the spacious shower unit. 
For more information, please see page 89.

A new definition of 
beauty sleep. Mara and 
Theo sleep really well in 
the spacious transverse 
bed, and in addition they 
enjoy a unique view when 
they open the rear doors.

Sleeping quarters w
ith 

added value: there 
is plenty 

of storage space un
der the 

spacious rear trans
verse bed

COMPACT BATHROOM BOXSTAR 600 STREET OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

600 STREET   2 - 3    with compact bathroom*

600 FAMILY   4 - 5   with compact bathroom*

600 SOLUTION   4 - 5    with compact bathroom*

600 STREET XL   4 - 5    with compact bathroom* 

600 LIFETIME   2 - 3    with compact bathroom*

600 LIFETIME XL   4 - 5    with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom 
To find more details on our beds, please start on page 30,  
see pages 86 - 87 for lifting beds and pages 88 - 89 for our bathrooms.

TRANSVERSE BED BOXSTAR 600 STREET

Additional shelf spac
e 

loudspeakers and so
ckets due 

to trim developed in-hous
e

Treat yourself to a l
ittle 

more comfort! With 

optional EvoPore mattresses 

and WaterGel toppers 

The mirror can 
individually be 

moved to the left or
 

right and thus serv
es 

as visual, splash or
 

fall protection
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600 SOLUTION

4-5

176 x 130 cm 194 x 145 / 140 cm

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

When the children ge
t ready to leave th

e nest 

and more privacy is need
ed the BOXSTAR 

600 SOLUTION with rear transverse 
bed 

and front lifting be
d is the right choi

ce
Young KNAUS families love the pract

ical bunk 

bed with 4 transverse sleeping
 areas in the 

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY as everyone can lie
 

next to each other 
and relax together

Perfect for couples 
who like to 

spread out a little 
while sleeping: 

The comfortable single beds
 in the 

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

BOXSTAR 600  

LIFETIME
Our #number 1

BOXSTAR 600  FAMILY

Our #number 1

BOXSTAR 600  
SOLUTION

Our #number 1

1.  Classic front lifting bed. Up to 
two additional persons can be 
accommodated in the comfortable 
176 x 130 cm standard lifting bed.

2.  Cosy rear transverse bed. The 
comfortable 2-layer cold foam 
mattresses provide an optimal 
basis for a good night’s sleep.

To find out what makes 

the Classic front lifting b
ed 

so special, see page
 86

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

The perfect solution for anyone looking 

for maximum privacy. The BOXSTAR 600 

SOLUTION is equipped with the Classic front 

lifting bed as standard. The Vario front lifting 

bed (194 x 130 cm) is available as an option. For 

more information on the various lifting bed 

sizes please refer to pages 86 - 87.

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar600  Length cm 599

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 282 / 218 

A STAR FOR EVERYONE: OTHER 
BOXSTAR 600 VARIANTS

50 cm clear height

Same vehicle length, same vehicle height, same living comfort. But perfectly 
matched to the different types of travellers and their needs. With the 
intelligently designed sleeping area variants it is easy to fall in love. For more 
information on our XL high roof models, please start on page 32.
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600 LIFETIME600 FAMILY

4-5 2-3

180 x 145 / 140 cm

184 x 145 / 140 cm

200 x 85 cm
180 x 85 cm

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

1.  Expandable single beds. The access 
to the bed can optionally be closed with 
an additional cushion to create a large 
reclining area.

2.  Comfortable access. To get even more 
comfortably into the land of dreams, a  
fixed step provides a particularly easy  
access to the bed.

1.  Sleeping comfort for four. The spacious 
rear bunk bed provides space for the whole 
family. The upper transverse bed can be 
easily reached using a stowable ladder. 

2.  Optimal use of storage space. You can also 
use the rear area for more luggage or less 
passengers by removing the slatted frames.

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

Young families love the practical rear 

bunk bed with four comfortable transverse 

sleeping areas. This way everyone gets their 

own permanent place to sleep and parents can 

be sure that their little adventurers will really 

come to rest. Well thought-out wardrobes 

provide sufficient storage space.

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar600  Length cm 599

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 / 190

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

Do you like a lot of space for sleeping? Here 

you can stretch out, spread out and stand 

up as you please - all without getting in your 

partner’s way. And with a bed length of up to 

200 cm there is not only sufficient space for 

tall people but also for a lot of luggage in the 

storage space under the beds.

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar600  Length cm 599

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 / 190
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BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL 1

2

BOXSTAR 600 XL HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

For large families, friends and all who like sharing: 
our BOXSTAR 600 XL high roof models

The high roof structure with additional GRP roof structure provides a gigantic 
amount of space with an interior height of up to 238 cm. The high roof bed 
can be pushed easily and smoothly into the sleeping position with one hand 
and provides two separate and particularly comfortable sleeping areas.

Going on a mystery tour with your partner to
day, 

tomorrow with your grandchild
ren, and lending yo

ur 

children the vehicle
 next week. In addition to 

the rear 

transverse bed the 
BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL 

has two full-size sleeping 
places in the high 

roof bed

Perfect for a road t
rip with friends: 

spacious rear longit
udinal beds and 

a large high roof be
d make the 

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL 

particularly versati
le

The high roof convin
ces with its 

dynamic shape, and its do
uble shell 

provides optimal insulation values
. 

The well thought-out arr
angement of 

the tank system with its particularly 

low centre of gravity e
nsures 

exceptional optimum vehicle stability

HIGH-ROOF BED 1.  Space-saving and smooth-running. The 
high-roof bed is particularly easy to retract 
and extend in a single action. A special 
mechanism ensures that it engages securely.

2.  Heavenly sleep. Dimmable side windows 
and fully-fledged cold foam mattresses 
ensure optimal sleeping comfort.

Layouts: BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL, LIFETIME XL

Width up to 130 cm

Length up to 207 cm

BOXSTAR 600  

STREET XL

Our #number 1BOXSTAR 600  LIFETIME XL
Our #number 1
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1

1

2

2

600 STREET XL 600 LIFETIME XL

4-5 4-5

190 cm
x 

130 cm

207 x 130 cm

BOXSTAR 600 XL HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

2.  Gigantic space available. The entire 
living space gains in height with the high 
roof construction. This also improves the 
sleeping comfort in the rear transverse bed.

1.  Safe and easy access. The 
ladder can be easily hooked 
on and safely stowed if you 
don’t use it.

1.  Comfortable longitudinal beds. 
Absolutely unique in this class: 
here you can relax in four fully-
fledged longitudinal beds. 

2.  Unique headroom. Even when the 
high roof bed is extended there is still 
a headroom of more than 170 cm 
(238 cm when retracted).

If you choose the opt
ional 

open bathroom here you 

will also receive an ext
ra 

high wardrobe 

Two tilting roof windows & 

the huge SkyRoof panoramic 

roof as an option pro
vide for 

a light-flooded interi
or

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL

The new darling of large families. No matter 

what plans you have for the next journey and 

who will come with you, everyone will find their 

favourite place in the BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 

XL. Four spacious longitudinal beds, two in the 

rear and two in the high roof, ensure perfect 

relaxation and increased sleeping comfort. 

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar-xl  Length cm 599

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 308 / 238

BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL

The perfect travel companion for everyone 

who likes spontaneity. Thanks to the combi-

nation of a fixed rear transverse bed and a com-

fortable high roof bed there are four comfortable 

sleeping places. In addition, the spacious storage 

units provide sufficient space and options to 

stow the whole luggage.

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar-xl  Length cm 599 cm

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 308 / 238
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BOXSTAR 630 OVERVIEW

2-5 4 H3
 

         
Layouts 1

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Maximal payload capacity kg 520 More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxstar630  Length cm 636

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 282 / 218
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1 BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 LIVING & ENJOYING

1.  Great feeling of space. With the numerous pull-out and hinged or 
swivelling extensions, the living space in the BOXSTAR 630 appears 
even larger and offers you the possibility of creating additional 
space in all living areas in an instant.

2.  Room climate on the platform. Additional ventilators and an optional 
floor and seat heating ensure an absolute feel-good atmosphere.

At eye level with happiness. 
Simply open the sliding door, 
let the sun in and enjoy the 
view. This way even housework 
becomes a pure pleasure.

The floor covering m
ade 

of hard-wearing PVC 

appears very elegan
t and 

even looks fresh aft
er 

numerous holidays

No bothersome table legs but 

a rotating table top
 extension. 

This is optimal use of space

Intelligent storage 

space in the platfor
m 

floor - ideal for sh
oes

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

630 FREEWAY Bench
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BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1 2BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 COOKING & DINING

A culinary delight. 
With the high-quality 
two-burner hob not only 
Swedish Pannkakor but 
also German Pfannkuchen, 
American pancakes, French 
crêpes, etc. turn out well.

1.  Ice-cold CUV technology. The 90-litre 
compressor refrigerator is equipped with 
a 7.5-litre freezer and installed at eye level 
in the kitchen module. Its energy efficient 
performance and night time noise reduc-
tion system do not only have a positive 
effect on the electricity balance but also 
ensure a good night’s sleep.

2.  Folding worktop extension. The kitchen 
can be easily and quickly extended thanks 
to one-handed operation. The optional 
KNAUS bag has its fixed place in the kitchen.

Practical shelf for b
its and 

pieces: optimal storage 

possibilities for mobile 

phones, charging ca
bles, etc.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

630 FREEWAY Galley kitchen

Extremely large soft-close 
overhead 

cupboards with automatic locking 

for a great deal of 
storage space 

whilst being extremely user-friendly

See on page 82 what these 

HPL surfaces on the t
able and 

the counter top ca
n resist

Foldable counter top

extension with practical 

one-handed operati
on
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1 2

195 x 85 cm 190 - 199 x 85 cm

BOXSTAR 630 SLEEPING & GROOMING

Open shelves for 
various objects you

 

want to have ready to hand

The optional WaterGel 

toppers provide ev
en 

more comfort

The large ceiling cabi
nets also 

provide plenty of s
torage 

space for longer jou
rneys

Slept well? A question 
that Mara and Theo have 
no need to ask. The two-
layer cold foam mattress 
ideally moulds itself to the 
individual lying position.

1.  Optional open bathroom. When choosing 
the open bathroom the passage to the 
sleeping area with a variable circular wall is 
transformed into a spacious shower cubicle 
and the beds are enlarged by approx. 90 
mm within seconds. The washbasin can be 
converted into a large wash table in just a 
few easy steps.

2.  Very well organised. The bathroom cabinet 
provides plenty of space for your cosmetics. 
Special shelf fronts ensure things stay in place 
whilst you travel.

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

630 FREEWAY   2 - 5    with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom 
To find more details on our lifting beds, please see pages 86-87  
and pages 88 - 89 for our bathrooms.

SINGLE BEDS BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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An additional bed in
 the rear or a fron

t 

lifting bed? Why an “or”? Everything is 

possible here. For more information on 

the various option
al bed variants, pl

ease 

refer to pages 86 - 87

NEW

NEW

NEW

Everyday hero and storage miracle for everyone 

who likes to travel as a couple and appreciates the 

manoeuvrability of a 5.40 m vehicle.

The best choice for couples looking 

for an optimal combination of agility, 

space and variability.

The two separate sleeping areas provided 

by the standard front lifting bed are perfect 

for families with children.

Maximum sleeping area options. 

The standard rear lifting bed provides 

comfortable single beds and can be 

extended with an additional rear bed, 

a front lifting bed and a guest bed for 

up to 7 sleeping areas.

Late risers and lateral thinkers welcome. 

There are two longitudinal single beds and two 

additional bunk beds in the rear as an option.

from page 50

from page 58

from page 66

Layouts with transverse bed Layouts with single beds

 Standard beds   Optional additional beds
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BOXLIFE 630 ME BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 600 MQ

1 2

3

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPT

There is no substitute for storage space. Except for even more 
storage space without having to forgo living comfort. The 
innovative Vario rear concept offers the best solution in every 
situation and an incredible loading volume of up to 2,350 litres.

MAXIMUM
FLEXIBILITY

1.  Intelligent bed suspension. A special suspension which 
can be equally loaded at any height thanks to a safety 
rope pull and guide rail is installed for the rear lifting bed.

2.  Practical sockets. Are you taking your e-bikes with you? 
Then the optionally available electrical outlets are an 
absolute must-have. You can charge the batteries using 
sockets or the inverter which is also available as an option.

3.  Variable sleeping position. The rear lifting bed can be 
manually adjusted in several stages depending on what 
you are planning.

Everybody aboard! 
There’s space for 
other travellers and

 

their entire luggage

The unique variabilit
y is available 

for all vehicle heigh
ts and lengths. 

Which one suits you?

No more space 

problems, for even the 

largest bulk purcha
se 

can be conveniently
 

stored in the 

BOXLIFE. It a true 
everyday hero

Not having to do without anything als
o 

means being able to c
onveniently pack ev

en 

bulky items and large sports 
equipment

... EVERYTHING needed f
or a Holiday

... every bulk purchase

BOXLIFE
Our #number 1 for ... ... holidays w

ith friends
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BOXLIFE 600 MQ BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 600 ME BOXLIFE 600 MQ

A B

1 2 BOXLIFE 630 ME C

BOXLIFE 630 ME D

When you choose a BOXLIFE you opt for the greatest 
variability a CUV has to offer. The standard rear lifting 
bed can be used at different heights and adapted to 
your individual needs with further options.

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPTWhen you choose the
 optional 

extra bed you will receive up 

to 4 further usage vari
ants

Get more out of your CUV by putting more 
into it. This is unique for BOXLIFE.

Additional bed. The additional bed is attached under the 
rear lifting bed, it can be removed flexibly, and the divided 
slatted frame enables an individual use.

A.  Couch option. The rear slatted frame can easily be folded 
up. That way, you will receive a couch with a unique view.

B.  Longitudinal double bed as an option. In layouts with a 
rear lifting bed the lower additional bed can also be used 
as a spacious double bed with longitudinal sleeping areas 
in minimum storage space.

C.  Transverse double bed as an option. Two additional 
sleeping areas and use of storage space up to a bicycle 
and other luggage.

D.  Transverse single bed as an option. One additional 
sleeping area and use of storage space up to two bicycles 
and other luggage.

1.  Storage space series. The highest 
setting of the rear lifting bed 
provides maximum storage space 
e.g. for e-bikes and other luggage.

2.  Bed series. Each BOXLIFE is 
equipped with a rear lifting bed with 
two-layer cold foam mattresses.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Starting with 2 sleeping places. You can raise and lower the double rear 

lifting bed to your individually selectable sleeping height. The available 

storage space in the rear is determined by the position of the lifting bed.

Travelling with maximum storage space. The diesel-powered heater and 

2.5 kg gas cylinder bracket are located under the dinette seating section. This 

way almost the entire vehicle width can be used as flexible storage space.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Additional bed variants. The additional bed can be used as a single or double transverse 

bed in layouts with rear lifting beds. In layouts with a rear lifting bed lengthwise as double 

bed in longitudinal and transverse direction or as a single bed in transverse direction.

For cosy evening hours. Move the rear lifting bed to its top-

most position and simply fold up the rear slatted frame of the 

additional bed in order to use the couch.
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BOXLIFE 540 OVERVIEW

2-5 4 H2
 

       
Layouts 1

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300

Maximal payload capacity kg ca. 650 More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxlife540  Length cm 541 

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 / 190
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2

1 BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 LIVING & ENJOYING

All set for adventure. With the 
BOXLIFE 540 MQ, Lisa and Alexander 
can up and do whatever takes their 
fancy. The Vario rear has plenty of 
space for their stand-up paddles 
and they can easily get to the nicest 
places thanks to the manoeuvrable 
5.41-metre external length.

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

540 MQ Bench

1.  Maximum variability. Even in the most compact BOXLIFE layout 
you still enjoy a great sense of space. How does it work? With 
multifunctional solutions that define the entire interior.

2.  Maximum storage space. There is plenty of room for luggage 
above the driver’s cab and dinette. The especially quiet soft-close 
doors ensure everything stays in place while you are on the road.
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BOXLIFE 540 MQ

1

3

2BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

3BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 COOKING & DINING

New freedom of choice. 
The fun of barbecuing or 
fresh crudités from the 
farmers’ market? There is 
plenty of room for all things 
delicious in the spacious 
kitchen cupboards. So you 
can decide what to plate up 
as the mood takes you.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

540 MQ Compact kitchen

1.  Rinsing & Cooking. The high-quality 
sink is seamlessly integrated into the 
worktop for durable quality. The two-
burner hob provides additional safe 
storage space when not in use thanks 
to the hinged glass cover.

2.  Worktop extension. Get extra space 
for preparation in one simple action.

3.  CUV compressor refrigerator with 
double opening. Can open in either 
direction, depending on where you 
are standing.

For even more space in 

the rear: the refrig
erator is 

integrated into the
 kitchenette 

and equipped with a practical 

double opening

Folding worktop extension 

with practical single-

handed operation
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BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

173 cm

139 cm

121 - 130 cm

BOXLIFE 540 SLEEPING & GROOMING

Best view for relaxing nights. 
That is freedom that inspires! 
Simply open the rear doors 
and enjoy the view. Depending 
on how much storage space 
they need, Lisa and Alexander 
can vary the height of the rear 
lifting bed to suit themselves.

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

540 MQ   2 - 5    with compact bathroom

*Optional open bathroom 
More details on our bathrooms, please see pages 88 - 89.

1.  Compact bathroom. Every centimetre 
is put to best use here with the 
moveable mirror and rotating toilet. In 
spite of the compact dimensions, you 
still enjoy a great sense of space and 
plenty of room to move.

2.  Practical shelves. Integrated into 
the side wall and with a metal edge to 
prevent objects falling out.

3.  Dry cloths. The laundry rail can be 
easily folded in and out.

TRANSVERSE LIFTING BED BOXLIFE 540 MQ
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BOXLIFE 600 OVERVIEW

2-7 4 H2 H3
 

      

   
Layouts 3

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.300 - 3.500

Maximal payload capacity kg ca. 500 - 620

More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxlife600  Length cm 599

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 258 - 282 / 190 - 218
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2

1 BOXLIFE 600 ME

BOXLIFE 600 ME

BOXLIFE 600 ME

Active holidays can be this relaxing. 
The innovative Vario rear concept 
facilitates multifunctional use as 
storage and living space at the same 
time. Ideal for Lisa and Alexander, 
when he’s already recovering from 
paragliding and she’s just back from 
mountain biking.

BOXLIFE 600 LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

600 MQ Bench

600 DQ Bench

600 ME Bench

1.  Swivel TV bracket. Watch TV from the comfort 
of the dinette or even your bed.

2.  Rotating table extension. The floating dinette 
table offers maximum legroom as well as plenty 
of extra space for eating, working, planning your 
trips or whatever takes up the most space when 
you are on holidays.
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BOXLIFE 600 COOKING & DINING

Cook with ease. Thanks to 
the diesel heater, the gas 
supply in the BOXLIFE is only 
required for the gas cooker. 
Therefore, less is needed. This 
saves on weight, which means 
that Lisa and Alexander can 
bring along more of their 
sporting equipment.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

600 MQ Galley kitchen

600 DQ Galley kitchen

600 ME Compact kitchen

1.  Upper compartments. Close quietly 
thanks to the soft-close feature.

2.  Drawers with full extension. Can be 
pulled out completely for especially 
convenient access.

3.  Sink cover. We don’t waste any space. 
When the sink is not in use, a custom-
fit cover in the same décor as the 
worktop provides additional storage 
space or room for preparation.

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME
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21

1

173 cm

197 cm

179 - 188 cm

BOXLIFE 600 SLEEPING & GROOMING

Clean up outdoors. 
The shower head extends 
particularly far. So far, indeed, 
that Lisa can get her cycling 
shoes gleaming again after 
enjoying the great outdoors.

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

600 MQ   2 - 5     with compact bathroom*

600 DQ   4 - 7     with compact bathroom*

600 ME   2 - 5     with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom 
To find more details on our lifting beds, please see pages 86-87  
and pages 88 - 89 for our bathrooms.

1.  Bi-functional washbasin. The 
compact, space-saving, hand 
basin in the open bathroom can 
be converted into an extra-large 
washbasin in just one move.

2.  Sophisticated solutions. There 
are plenty of compartments for 
your storage needs. A folding 
laundry rail for damp hand towels.

LIFTING SINGLE BEDS BOXLIFE 600 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 MEOPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME
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BOXLIFE 630 OVERVIEW

2-7 4 H3
 

       
Layouts 1

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Maximal payload capacity kg ca. 520 More information at:  

www.knaus.com/boxlife630  Length cm 636 

Width cm (exterior/interior) 205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior) 282 / 218
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2

1 BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 LIVING & ENJOYING

A family’s best friend. With its variable 
concept, the BOXLIFE 630 ME is perfectly 
suited for relaxed family holidays. There 
is a favourite spot for everyone here 
and enough storage space for all of the 
luggage needed when travelling.

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

630 ME Bench

1.  Lots of light and even more storage space. The 
large Midi-Heki ensures a bright ambience with 
plenty of natural light. The shelves and storage 
units above the driver’s cab and dinette provide lots 
of extra storage space.

2.  Storage space in the floor. The extra compartment 
is particularly handy for shoes and the like. 
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BOXLIFE 630 ME

1 2BOXLIFE 630 ME BOXLIFE 630 ME

3BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 COOKING & DINING

Everyone will eat happily 
here. After all, the fully 
equipped kitchen has 
plenty of space for storage, 
preparation and, of course, 
enjoyment. Turn even a short 
break while en route into a 
treat for all the family.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

630 ME Galley kitchen

1.  Spacious upper compartments. You’ll have 
no trouble storing all of your kitchen utensils 
and supplies here.

2.  Securely stowed. The large drawers with full 
extension can be safely locked during travel.

3.  Large refrigerator. With an optional 
150-litre volume and whisper-quiet night 
time noise reduction system, the CUV 
compressor refrigerator offers constant 
cooling and ensures a relaxing night’s sleep.
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BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

188 - 196 cm

173 cm

184 cm

BOXLIFE 630 SLEEPING & GROOMING

More options for even 
more space. The Williams 
family enjoys the optional 
open bathroom, which offers 
even more space thanks to 
the separate shower cabin 
and also ensures that the 
rear longitudinal beds in the 
BOXLIFE 630 ME are up to 
90 mm longer.

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW

630 ME   2 - 7     with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom 
To find more details on our lifting beds, please see pages 86-87  
and pages 88 - 89 for our bathrooms.

1.  Open bathroom. The bathroom can be 
efficiently organised by moving the shower 
cabin into the passage.

2.  Stowing and drying. There are numerous 
shelves for storage, while the folding laundry 
rail gives you a place for hand towels.

3.  Outside shower. Especially handy for 
outdoor enthusiasts: the water connection at 
the rear is ready to use in a few quick actions.

LIFTING SINGLE BEDS BOXLIFE 630 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 630 ME
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KNAUS EXTERIOR QUALITY

The 17 " alloy wheels in an 

exclusive KNAUS design 

come in two versions 

and create a partic
ularly 

dynamic and harmonious 
overall look

You always arrive better with our CUVs thanks 
to the smart designs, countless innovations and 
practical features. Taken all together, the result 
is unlimited holiday pleasure.

PERFECTLY DESIGNED FOR 
100 % TRAVEL ENJOYMENT

You can choose to 
bring even 

more along thanks to
 the optional 

trailer hitch. Ideall
y, combine 

with the Maxi chassis. For more 

details, check out p
age 7

1. PERFECTLY DESIGNED HIGH ROOF 2

The additional GRP roof structure in our BOXSTAR XL 
high-roof models ensures an incredible interior height of up 
to 238 cm. Thanks to the optimal insulation levels achieved 
through the special double-shell structure, the indoor climate 
throughout the vehicle, and especially in the high roof bed, is 
always pleasant at both high and low temperatures. The high 
roof’s aerodynamic shape fits harmoniously into the overall 
look. Elevated side strips with integrated rain gutters ensure 
optimal drainage of rainwater and slush. The extra recesses for 
the roof structure improve the vehicle’s stability and handling.

2. AIR CONDITIONING 3

Our optional air-conditioning systems pleasantly cool the 
interior in tropical temperatures. Choose between manual 
and automatic versions for the driver’s cab – always with a 
pollen filter included. We offer the Dometic FreshJet 1700 
roof air conditioner for the living area. Air is efficiently 
distributed in various directions thanks to the individually 
adjustable air flow. The air conditioner can also be 
conveniently operated by remote control.

3. SCREEN DOOR 1 & STEP 3

It boils down to the details. Such as, for example, the standard 
fly screen door or the electric step, which automatically retracts 
if forgotten before driving off. And we also install a manual 
closing aid to make it easier to close the large sliding door.

4. BICYCLE RACK 3

Tailor-made bicycle rack systems allow you to safely 
transport your bicycles. In our BOXSTAR models, the rack 
system is mounted to the rear door and can be simply folded 
away when not in use. The doors can also be opened with 
bikes loaded on the rack. Thanks to the Vario rear concept, 
our BOXLIFE models can be upgraded with the unique Thule 
VeloSlide. For more details, check out page 99.

5. LEAK-PROOFNESS GUARANTEE 1

For all our leisure vehicles, we offer you a 10-year leak-
proofness guarantee on the body manufactured by us as 
well as a 24-month guarantee from your KNAUS partner 
within the framework of our guarantee conditions valid at 
the time of vehicle delivery.

1 Across all series  2 Dependent on model  3 Optional

The optional rear vi
ew camera 

is perfectly integrat
ed into 

the rear panel and 
offers you 

perfect visibility to
 the rear

Black gloss 
polished front

Titanium  
metallic paint
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KNAUS INTERIOR QUALITY

Enjoy today to the maximum and start the next day feeling refreshed. That’s 
not possible? Sure it is! With our manoeuvrable and well-equipped CUVs, you 
always enjoy five-star comfort with all the benefits of home. From the windows 
to the mattresses, we always aim for the highest material quality and well 
thought-out details and solutions.

1. LARGE ROOF VENTS 1

Large roof vents in all of our CUVs ensure a pleasant living 
area with plenty of natural light. We install a 700 x 500 mm 
Midi-Heki and 400 x 400 mm clear skylight as standard. A 
third roof vent in the centre of the vehicle measuring 400 x 
400 mm is available as an option. In our BOXSTAR XL high 
roof models, the optional panoramic roof and hinged window 
at the rear allow plenty of extra light inside.

2. FRAMED WINDOWS  
WITH COMFORT ROLLER BLINDS 1

Our CUVs are all equipped with SEITZ S7P frame windows, 
also in the bathroom. These provide the windows with 
cold-conduction-free insulation, which can be darkened 
in a particularly easy and opaque way thanks to a special 
comfort roller blind system. The blinds are integrated in the 
dinette area and by the longitudinal beds behind a front wall 
panel. For lasting value preservation, we also seal the cut 
edges on all openings with corrosion protection. 

3. WELL THOUGHT-OUT DINETTE 1

We pay attention to every detail so that you still feel 
comfortable sitting here even after many hours. The floating 
dinette table offers unimpeded access and plenty of extra 
legroom. It can also be simply swivelled out to make it bigger. 
The seating group impresses with ergonomic cushions and 
adjustable seats. This means that the bench can be extended 
into the corridor with just one action and can also be used 
while travelling. The backrest inclination can be adjusted to 
suit any posture. 

4. EXCELLENT SLEEPING COMFORT 1

Standard range, excellent two-layer cold foam mattresses 

1 in our CUV ensure a restful night’s sleep. Those who like 
even more luxury can indulge themselves in the optionally 
available EvoPore mattresses with WaterGel edition 2.

5. OPTIMUM INSULATION 1

All parts of our CUVs are insulated with innovative materials 
in a multi-stage process, with closed-cell polyethylene foam 
used in the ceiling and side walls. This prevents the formation 
of cavities in which water can collect. On the inside, the 
textile, soft-touch wall covering ensures a pleasant indoor 
environment and an especially homely atmosphere.

1 Across all series  2 Dependent on model  3 Optional

Everyday life, leisure or holiday?  
The CUV generation can do it all.
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NEW

1. OPTIMUM WATER SUPPLY 1 

With a fresh water tank that can hold up to 102 litres, our CUVs allow you to travel 
self-sufficiently for even several days at a time. The new BWT water filter ensures 
a supply of perfectly hygienic water, even in risky regions. When temperatures dip, 
warm air circulation prevents the water freezing.

2. WELL THOUGHT-OUT GAS SUPPLY 1 

(2a) The diesel heater included as standard in our BOXLIFE models ensures that gas 
consumption is kept to a minimum. A 2.5 kg gas bottle is perfectly sufficient for a 
reliable gas supply to the gas cooker and can be positioned directly next to the fresh 
water tank to save on space. (2b) In our BOXSTAR models, the heater is operated the 
conventional way with gas. We have therefore left enough space for up to two 11 kg 
gas bottles. The gas bottle locker can be securely locked.

3. EMPTYING THE TOILET FROM OUTSIDE 3 

The toilet cassette is accessed via the sidewall door making it easy to empty.

4. INNOVATIVE HEATING SYSTEM 3

For optimum heat distribution, we consider all components in the heating and installation 
system during the design phase. This results in the well thought-out overall design of our 
CUVs, which offers many other benefits in addition to perfected heat distribution. For 
example, the special positioning of the heating system gives the vehicle a lower centre 
of gravity, which improves its stability. Furthermore, this saves on space in the rear in 
particular, which means you have additional storage space at your disposal. The optional 
underfloor heating 3 extends from the dinette platform to the passage to the bed area.

5. FLOOR STRUCTURE 1  
& TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED DINETTE PLATFORM 1

We manufacture the base plate, which is perfectly adapted to the body shape, in 
a sandwich design. In addition to an added insulation effect, this gives our CUVs 
a maximised interior standing height. We also install an intermediate floor in the 
dinette, which ensures pleasantly warm feet thanks to temperature control.

6. HEAD-UP DISPLAY & NAVIGATION SYSTEM  
WITH CAMPING SOFTWARE 3

The new head-up display uses a transparent screen to project all key data, such as 
navigation and speed as well as traffic-sign recognition information, into the driver’s field 
of vision. Drivers don’t have to take their eyes off the road unnecessarily and can focus 
better on what is going on around them. For an even more stress-free and entertaining 
journey, the Pioneer navigation system offers everything you need for short and long 
trips. With intuitive multi-touch control, maps of 44 countries in Europe, a DAB+ receiver, 
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, Parrot Bluetooth hands-free functionality and optimum 
sound thanks to the on-board 13-band equalizer, it offers everything you could expect 
these days of a multimedia navigation system. It also comes with 3 years of free map updates.

1 Across all series  2 Dependent on model  3 Optional

With this technology, you are perfectly 
prepared for every season all over the world.

You cannot see it, but it feels really good. With our sophisticated 
supply system, you have the peace of mind of knowing that you 
will still have running water even in cold temperatures and will 
never have to sit with cold feet in the dinette.

Positioned to save 
space: the 

heater in the CUV is always 

located under the d
inette bench

The optional GPS tracking system 

from Velocate offers perfec
t anti-

theft protection. F
or more details, 

check out page 98

NEW

KNAUS SAVETY & SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY
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NEW
Our filter for a clear 
holiday pleasure

As beautiful as the destination may be, the view into the fresh wa-
ter tank can quickly spoil happyness. Unfortunately, clean water is 
not taken for granted everywhere. It's all the more important that 
you have the possibility to supply yourself with purified water. The 
high-performance filter system from our partner BWT offers the 
best conditions for this.

Contaminated water 
can not only spoil 

your taste but also
 

endanger your healt
h

Boiling and showering with 

hygienically clean w
ater is 

one of KNAUS' standards 

for carefree holiday 
enjoyment

The BWT water 

filter works absolutely 
chemically free

KNAUS SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

(Illustration similar)

BWT BESTCAMP WATER FILTER

The handy water filter leaves nothing to be desired in terms of hygiene thanks to its ultrafiltration membrane. 
Microorganisms are effectively removed from the raw water. This allows hygienically perfect water to be produced 
without any chemicals whatsoever. The water filter can be installed in all our leisure vehicles and easily connected. 

Top-class technology: thanks to the highly efficient hollow fibre membrane, the water filter achieves an excellent 
retention rate for microorganisms > 99.9999 % (log6). The large membrane surface ensures a high throughput and 
thanks to the manufacturing from completely food safe materials no unwanted substances get into the water.

Practical application: an 8 mm “John Guest” plug connection ensures particularly simple, tool-free installation. This 
also ensures that the water supply is guaranteed even when no replacement filter is available.

Healthy enjoyment: the water filter system minimises the risk of germs in the water. Especially in high-risk regions, the 
filter proves to be a useful tool for prevention and actively contributes to the protection of your health.

This is how easy it is to install & change the filter

 

2. Installation is particularly easy thanks to the plug 

connection and clear markings.

4. If no replacement filter is available, the intermediate 

piece guarantees the further water supply.

1 2

3 4

1. We only install the filter when the vehicle is handed over 

so that you can use it for the full period of up to 6 months.

3. The filter can be kept for up to 6 months from the day 

of installation. A special button shows the current status.
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The demands placed on the furniture in our CUVs 
are incredibly high. An appealing design and 
lots of storage space are not enough. Durability, 
smart designs and technology that fascinates for 
a lifetime – those are our standards.

1. FULL CARCASS FURNITURE  
& DOWEL TECHNOLOGY 1

The pieces of furniture installed in our CUVs have a solid rear wall, 
giving them a particularly stable structure. They are not, as is often 
the case, fixed flush to the vehicle bodywork without a back wall, a 
practice which promotes the formation of condensation. Instead, 
they form an independent unit in themselves. They fit perfectly into 
the overall scheme of the vehicle, being torsion-resistant, solid, and 
stable, whilst also ensuring perfect quality even after many years 
of service. Our furniture is joined using a sophisticated dowelling 
method as standard. This allows us to achieve a very precise fit 
and considerably more stable structure so that your furniture will 
continue to serve you well, year after year.

2. STABILE SOFT-CLOSE FULL-EXTENSION SLIDES 1

Due to the full-extension slide, the ball-bearing mounted 
drawers from GRASS, a leading supplier, slide out so far that 
they can be filled or emptied easily right to the very back of the 
drawer. They are precisely guided and close gently.

3. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL SURFACES 2

High pressure laminates and continuous pressure laminates 
are laminates that are specifically used for heavy loads such 
as in kitchens. The multi-layer construction is produced under 
extremely high pressure, then sealed with an exceptionally 
robust surface layer. This makes our work areas and tabletops 
(always HPL) particularly scratch-resistant. 

4. ADJUSTABLE SOFT-CLOSE DOORS 1

The cupboard doors are fitted with quality soft-close hinges so 
that they always close quietly, regardless of how much force was 
used to close them. This is for the entire life of the vehicle, and 
probably beyond. If a door doesn’t do what it really should, then 
the hinge can be easily adjusted if necessary.

5. FLOATING DINETTE TABLE 1

Our newly developed CUVs are all equipped with unimpeded 
dinette access. With no obtrusive table legs, you enjoy all of the 
legroom. Thanks to the highly stable yet invisible screw connection 
to the outer wall, the dinette table is naturally just as robust as a 
conventional table with a supporting leg. A swivel-mounted table 
extension offers additional storage space in one quick action when 
you need it and efficient use of space when you don’t.

1 Across all series  2 Dependent on model  3 Optional

KNAUS CABINETRY

OPTIMAL INDOOR CLIMATE

One thing always comes as standard 
in our CUVs: a genuinely pleasing 
atmosphere. As simple as that sounds, 
there is a great deal of work behind it.  
 
Soft-touch wall covering : 
we use open-pore soft-touch moulded 
parts or foam-lined stretch fabric in 
sleeping and seating areas in all of our 
CUVs. Such soft surfaces don’t just feel 
warmer and more pleasant compared 
to typical hard plastic panelling, 
they also prevent condensation from 
gathering on the surface.  
 
Insulation & furniture attachment : 
our designers aim to create the perfect 
environment in a compact space when 
building our CUVs. This is why we use 
innovative solutions in fitting furniture 
and insulation that is resistant to rot.

We don’t build castles in the sky, but furniture 
that creates a good indoor environment
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The kitchen is the heart of your home and you couldn’t enjoy your 
holiday without a large refrigerator? Or maybe you’re the kind of 
person who needs a hearty breakfast and that’s it? Either way, we 
have something for every taste with our two kitchen variants.

KITCHEN VARIANTS: FROM 
COMPACT TO SPACIOUS

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

The optional, multifunctional 

KNAUS bag also serves as 
a 

waste bin and fits pe
rfectly 

into the recess at t
he side of 

the kitchenette

1.  Integrated refrigerator. The CUV compres-
sor refrigerator is fitted at the bottom of the 
kitchenette and can hold up to 70 litres. 

2.  Efficient use of space. Thanks to the well 
thought-out arrangement, there is still space 
between the kitchenette and sleeping area for 
a wardrobe with hanging rail.

Layouts: BOXSTAR 540 ROAD, 600 LIFETIME & 
LIFETIME XL, BOXLIFE 540 MQ, 600 ME & MEH

1.  90 litre volume. That’s what you get with the 
refrigerator installed on top, including whisper-
quiet night time noise reduction system.

2.  Everything’s covered. The stainless steel sink 
can be covered with a special insert & used as 
additional workspace. The cooker has a glass cover.

Layouts: BOXSTAR 600 STREET & STREET XL, 
SOLUTION, FAMILIY, 630 FREEWAY, BOXLIFE 600 DQ, 
MQ, 630 ME 

GALLEY KITCHENCOMPACT KITCHEN

KNAUS KITCHEN VARIANTS
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176 x 130 cm

194 x130 cm

KNAUS LIFTING BED VARIANTS

For everyone who needs an additional separate sleeping 
area, our front lifting beds are the solution. Whichever 
variant you choose, you can always rely on especially 
simple handling and maximum sleeping comfort.

LIFTING BED VARIANTS: 
FROM CLASSIC TO VARIABLE

Single or double bed
? The 

Vario front lifting be
d always 

offers just as much space as 

you need at the tim
e

CLASSIC FRONT LIFTING BED VARIO FRONT LIFTING BED

CLASSIC FRONT LIFTING BED BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION VARIO FRONT LIFTING BED BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

50 cm clear height

100 cm clear height

1.  Sleeping comfort. Enjoy a 
comfortable rest on two cold foam 
mattresses with headroom of 50 cm. 
The classic front lifting bed can be very 
easily raised and lowered manually 
using the handle. Click fasteners and 
high-strength safety belts fixed to the 
roof ensure optimum safety when the 
bed is in the stowed position.

2.  Comfortable height. When the bed 
is stowed, you enjoy a comfortable 
standing height.

3.  Protection against falls. The classic 
front lifting bed is also suitable for 
children thanks to the special safety 
net. When not needed, it can be 
removed using the click fastener.

Standard: BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION, 
BOXLIFE 600 DQ
Optional extra: BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY, 
BOXLIFE 630 ME

1.   Room above and to the side. 
The Vario front lifting bed with 
headroom of 100 cm and side 
extension offers maximum 
variability and premium sleeping 
comfort.

2.   Electric motor. An electric motor 
is also available as an option for 
even greater ease of use.

3.  Standing height. When the 
lifting bed is not needed, you 
enjoy a comfortable standing 
height in the kitchen area.

Optional extra: BOXSTAR 600 
SOLUTION, BOXLIFE 600 DQ, 
BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY,  
BOXLIFE 630 ME
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KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS

Having your own wellness oasis with you at all times is a real plus 
for those who don’t know today where their love of travel will take 
them tomorrow. With a KNAUS CUV, you can choose between a 
standard compact bathroom and optional open bathroom.

BATHROOM VARIANTS: FROM 
COMPACT TO SPACIOUS

1.  Feeling of space. The homogeneous room divi-
sion integrates perfectly into the overall layout. In 
this case, the passage to the rear bed through the 
separate bathroom area is only used as such.

2.  Perfectly designed. The rotating toilet offers 
optimum legroom and the patented shower 
curtain is always kept away from you thanks to 
the special air chamber ring.

3.  Multifunctional. The mirror can be very easily 
moved to the left and right. It can therefore serve 
either as splash and fall protection for the closet 
or as a privacy screen in front of the window.

1.  Feeling of space. If you choose the optional 
open bathroom, the bathroom area extends 
into the corridor. Check out the information 
box on the right for details of the effects.

2.  Spacious shower cabin. In just a few actions, 
you get an especially large shower cabin, 
including three drains. With a half turn, the 
cabin also functions as a room partition. 

3.  Bi-functional washbasin. Thanks to the 
folding function, the compact handbasin is 
turned into a large washbasin in no time.

COMPACT

BATHROOM

OPEN BATH

And from page 38 onwards, you 

can see how the open bathroom
 and 

ambient lighting work together

Thanks to the 
extendable acrylic 
glass partition, 
everything in 
the toilet area 
remains dry 
while you shower

To see how the 
compact bathroom 

works in the 
overall concept, 
check out page 23

OPEN BATHROOM 
FURNITURE VARIANTS

If you choose the optional open 
bathroom, you not only get a spacious 
shower cabin, but also benefit in other 
ways. After all, the bathroom as a whole 
can be narrowed by extending it into the 
passage, which impacts nearby furniture 
modules depending on the layout.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD, BOXLIFE 540 MQ 

Selecting the open bathroom here means 
that the rear transverse bed, ceiling-mounted 
locker and storage compartments are all 
around 90 mm wider.

BOXSTAR 600 STREET, 600 STREET XL, 
BOXLIFE 600 MQ 

The additional space is used here for a 
full-length wardrobe installed between the 
bed and bathroom and offering additional 
storage space. 

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME, 600 LIFETIME XL, 
630 FREEWAY, BOXLIFE 600 ME, 630 ME 

The rear single bed extends here on the 
driver’s side; the ceiling-mounted locker and 
storage compartments are larger.

Layouts with single beds

Layouts with a transverse bed

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 630 ME OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 630 ME

COMPACT BATHROOM
BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

COMPACT BATHROOM BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

COMPACT BATHROOM 
BOXSTAR 600 STREET
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10.0.85090 Hohenstein

ACTIVE ROCK 1

INDIAN SUMMER ENERGY

CASUAL SILVER

TURIN

LAS VEGAS 2

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY

Whatever upholstery you opt for, you can always rely on one 
thing: comfortable seats that have been optimised for the 

respective model are included as standard in all KNAUS 
CUVs. That is why we use ergonomic seat cushions that 
help you to maintain a healthy posture. 
For that extra bit of comfort, the dinette 

can also be equipped with adjustable 
individual seats as an option.

The seat cushions su
pport the 

natural S shape of your spine. So 

that you start you
r holiday in a 

relaxed mood and avoid back
 ache

BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

Design your CUV your way. Our CUV becomes yours 
with the numerous décor packages and upholstery 
variants. And the one thing you can be sure of is 
premium KNAUS quality and optimum comfort.

100 % KNAUS  
100 % INDIVIDUAL

 Series options   1 ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)   2 Genuine leather (at extra cost)  Style of upholstery depends on series.

Standard fabrics all convince with durable 

materials and an attractive design that matches  

the respective furniture decor.

+  Antiallergic, breathable & skin-friendly

+ Tested for high colour fastness

+ Durable and easy to clean

FABRIC OPTIONS

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to clean. 

Liquids do not seep in immediately and most stains can 

be removed with a damp cloth. 

+ Antibacterial

+ Lotus blossom effect

+ Breathable

+  Water &  

oil repellent

+ Care protection

COZY HOME-PACKAGE

Enhance your motorhome with a COZY HOME package. 
From fresh to classic, there is something for every taste. 
Each package contains two large (60 x 40 cm) and two 
small (40 x 40 cm) pillows with feather filling, as well as a 
matching table runner and two soft blankets.

1. MAGNOLIA
2. EARTH
3. AVOCADO

4. STONE
5. PEACH
6. AQUA

5

1

2

6

4

3

Pleasant seating comfort is not an option 
but part of the standard equipment
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What colour is your next trip? 
Discover our CUV paint finishes.

From classic grey and elegant metallic shades to 
bright red. Enjoy the freedom to choose and give 
your CUV the paint finish you like best. The matching 
foil graphics ensure a harmonious overall look.

Black gloss 
polished front

Titanium  
metallic paint

The 17 " alloy wheels in an exclusiv
e 

KNAUS design come in two versions 

and create a partic
ularly dynamic and 

harmonious overall look

ALU SILVER LAGO BLUE

FER GREYPROFONDO RED

GOLDEN WHITE

BLACK

CAMPOVOLO GREY

TIZIANO RED IMPERIAL BLUE

LINE BLUEWHITE

PAINTS UNI

PAINTS METALLIC
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GESAMTSIEGER SONDERPREIS

FAMILIEN-
FREUNDLICHSTE

MARKE

KNAUS DEALERSHIP NETWORK & AWARDS

... AND 
PRIZE-WINNING

KNAUS represents quality. We aren’t 

the only ones who see it that way: 

Numerous awards confirm it as well 

as everything else 
we do every day.

China

Iceland

Also in

Ireland

Sweden

Norway

Denmark

Netherlands

Germany

Poland

Hungary
Romania

Austria
France

Spain
Portugal Italy

Greece Turkey

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

Belgium

Finland

Taiwan

Japan

Australia

Great Britain

South Korea

Slovakia

Switzerland

Slovenia

KNAUS IS 
INTERNATIONAL ...

More information can be found 
at 

dealer.knaus.com  

More than 300 brand partners in over 25 countries 
worldwide. This huge dealer network contributes to 
high customer satisfaction. Use the layout finder on 
knaus.com to find your favourite model near you.

ALL AWARDS & PRIZES

Pride and motivation in one : Our 
awards motivate us to deliver top 
performance time and time again. 
Of course, we are happy to share 
this with you, our customers.

A complete chronicle of our 
awards can be found at 
knaus.com/auszeichnungen
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mein.KNAUS CUSTOMER CLUB

FOR OUR FANS

Discover the whole 

KNAUS variety on our 

social media channels!

Always up to date with  

www.knaus.com  

Not a member yet? Then register 

directly and don't m
iss anything under  

mein.knaus.com  

The mein.KNAUS customer club offers you numerous 
advantages, such as exclusive activities and great 
discounts with our cooperation partners. As a club 
member, you get the chance to participate in our annual 
customer meet-ups and also receive a club card that 
gives you exclusive access to the VIP customer area at 
our trade fairs. Twice a year you will also receive 
our informative customer magazine 
INSIDE. Membership is 100 % free for 
all KNAUS customers.

RENT AND TRAVEL

You would like to buy a leisure vehicle, but wish to test in advance 
whether it really suits you? Then the RENT AND TRAVEL service is 
just right for you. Search for your favourite layout comfortably 
online or in a travel agency. Together with a Germany-wide 
network of over 150 rental stations with over 1,650 rental vehicles 
and more than 360 partner travel agencies, RENT AND TRAVEL 
supports you in your decision for the right vehicle. You 
can also profit from our large service portfolio, 
such as route suggestions and numerous 
cooperations with camping and parking 
sites. Enjoy the practical holiday test!

Bookable online at www.rentandtravel.de  

or via our 360 partner travel agencies

Now you can also rent 
abroad. 

Discover all the rent
al stations at  

www.rentandtravel.de 

Whether it’s exciting new products, interactive features or information 

on factory collection: there’s something for everyone to discover on the 

KNAUS website. Here is a small selection:

 grundrissfinder.knaus.com

 www.knaus.com/messen-termine

 shop.knaus.com

KNAUS ONLINE

KNAUS is also active on the social media channels. In our Schwalbenblog you 

will find entertaining travel stories, on Instagram we share fascinating holiday 

pictures with you and on Facebook there are numerous groups with nice 

travel companions.

 schwalbenblog.knaus.com

 facebook.knaus.com

 youtube.knaus.com

 instagram.knaus.com

KNAUS FANSHOP

Fancy a little shopping trip? In our fan shop, you will find a large 
selection of items that make travelling even more beautiful. From 
high-quality women’s and men’s fashion and fun games to key chains: 
we have something for everyone.

There is lots of great
 

KNAUS merchandise at 

shop.knaus.com 

Enjoy taking a l
ook around!
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STRONG PARTNERS & FEATURES

BWT water filter NEW  

Our partner for hygienic fresh water supply. The high-performance 

filter system from BWT has been specially developed for the 

requirements of our leisure vehicles. More information can be  

found from page 80.

VELOCATE GPS tracker NEW  

Velocate’s innovative GPS tracking system ensures optimum theft 

protection thanks to intuitive app control with silent alarm mode and 

a stand-alone mileage of up to 3 months without power connection. 

More information can be found on www.knaus.com

PIONEER head-up display NEW  

The new head-up display ensures even greater comfort and safety 

while travelling. All key data, such as navigation and speed, are 

projected into the driver’s field of vision via a transparent screen.  

For more details, check out page 78.

PIONEER navigation system

The seamlessly integrated Pioneer NavGate EVO navigation and 

entertainment system can be intuitively operated. An integrated 

DAB+ receiver ensures noise-free radio reception, and 5,600 parking 

areas all over Europe are pre-saved for your trips. Three years of map 

updates are included, as well as quick access to the rear camera and 

voice control via smartphone.

TEN HAAFT satellite systems

Enjoying TV in KNAUS vehicles is even more convenient and user-

friendly thanks to the optional Oyster 60 Premium satellite systems 

from ten Haaft. The systems offer clear TV reception, technical highlights 

such as smartphone app control and much more. 

TRUMA supply technology

Our partner TRUMA offers supply technology with maximum quality. With 

the intelligent Truma iNet system, you can even very conveniently control 

your air-conditioning and heating systems as well as your gas supply via app.

NEW

OUR WORLD OF TRAVEL
With the products of our strong and reliable partner companies, every 
KNAUS motorhome becomes still a little better. We only work with hand-
picked professionals and jointly develop tailor-made 
solutions for our leisure vehicles and your travel happiness so 
that you can also rely on the highest quality standards.

OUR SUPPLIERS & PARTNERS

State-of-the-art 
technology: you can

 

control & monitor 

many things via app
s

KNAUS OUR WORLD OF TRAVEL
Perfect fit for the 

unique 

BOXLIFE Vario rear concept

A fantastic team: the 

Vario rear lifting be
d 

and Thule VeloSlide

For convenient load
ing and 

unloading, the rack can b
e moved 

outwards particularly far by h
and

THULE VELOSLIDE BICYCLE RACK

The system is mounted in the rear area, making it an especially 
user-friendly and secure way to transport your bicycles and 
electric bikes. The base frame can be pushed to the side to save 
space or completely removed when not in use. Thanks to robust 
support arms and wheel holders with a ratchet function, the 

bicycles are securely fixed and don’t slide 
around while travelling. 

NEW

FRANKANA FREIKO
There are some things that you simply 
cannot do without on the camp site. 
You can rely on the KNAUS collection by 
our partner Frankana Freiko.

7 - step adjustment

4 each in 
the set

Turns the chair into
 a 

comfortable lounger

FRANKANA FREIKO

Discover the diverse offers in our 
fan shop at shop.knaus.com

1.  Pot-Set Skipper 8+1 
Item no. 51 013

2.  Cutlery Set Cosmic, 8-piece 
Item no. 51 014

3.  Mugs 4-piece set, blue 
Item no. 651/020

4.  Camping Table Linear 115 WPF  
Item no. 51 012

5.  Camping Chair Kerry Phantom  
anthracite,  
Item no. 651/019

6.  Footrest Kerry Phantom  
anthracite,  
Item no. 601/143

Have a look at more great camping 
articles at www.frankana.de 
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Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.comshop.knaus.com

Your KNAUS dealer is looking  
forward to meeting you!

Item
 no. R08116442-EN

Our catalogues are
 available for bot

h semi-integrated 

and integrated m
otorhomes as well as caravans


